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Dear all, 

Happy New Year! 

The lead up to Christmas is always a busy time for this role as I get in touch with our Somerset Strimmer 

Project volunteers and arrange for the servicing of their machines. I’ve taken in 19 to be looked at and 

made ready for the next year, which takes me all round Somerset from Compton Bishop to Wellington. 

For the few of you that answered my question about getting together, I’m afraid the demand isn't enough 

for anything formal. I am however looking at arranging a quarterly meet with help from an interested volun-

teer with the aim of providing a chance for volunteers to get together on a walk with secateurs to cut back 

vegetation. I’m looking forward to giving you a chance to attend when you can, to learn some new things 

through discussion, and maybe to get to know some of your volunteer peers. 

I have had good feedback from 

you  commenting on the content of 

the newsletter—thank you! I am 

pleased to be able to produce and 

share it with you. I am making a 

list a requested topics for future    

inclusion and we have some     

interesting stuff to look at in the 

future. Calls for more updates 

from volunteers themselves    

however can’t be answered unless 

people come forward with things 

to share—please share your 

news, hints, tips, photos and     

interest with us! We are all        

interested how you as a volunteer 

make the role their own.  

As usual, the annual survey of your donated hours will start in the New Year. Last year the total for all roles 

flew past 19,000 hours—well done. I look forward to seeing what you achieve this year.  

As I wrote to you in November I’ll soon be off to pastures new, so your next newsletter will be overseen by 
my replacement Jake Taylor, who will be hopefully starting at some point in February.  I’ve really enjoyed 
my time here with the SCC Rights of Way Team and would like to thank all the volunteers that I’ve worked 
with in my short time here, for your commitment to the cause.   

Keep up the good work!        

- Tracy    

Rachel Pearce 

Rachel Pearce 



The River Parrett Trail—Crewkerne Running Club 

On Saturday 7th October, Crewkerne Running 

Club staged a 'trial' of a new format for the epic 

Parrett Trail Relay Race, an event that has 

been held annually since 2003. The scenic 

85km long route broadly follows the entire 

length of the River Parrett from the Bristol 

Channel, through Somerset to its source in 

Dorset.  The event was a 'real time' relay over 

eight  consecutive legs with the participants 

carrying quirky wooden batons (pictured right). 

Starting at 09:00 at Steart and with the kind 

permission of both the Wildfowl & Wetlands 

Trust (WWT) and Natural England, the runners 

set off along a short section of the England 

Coast path and then  onto trails through the  

nature reserves to reach the first handover 

point at Combwich harbour. The 2nd leg took the runners along the riverside to the next handover along-

side the floating harbour marina at Bridgwater.  From here the route took competitors along the canal tow-

path through the hidden heart of the town before heading back out into the countryside after passing be-

low the M5. Passing by Moorland, the village devastated by winter flooding in 2013/4, another handover 

was made at Burrowbridge and under the looming presence of  the 'Mump'.  Stoically resisting the temp-

tations of the King Alfred Inn the runners  then followed along the river's eastern bank all the way through 

to Langport.  

After a short intermission in the town, to help regroup the teams, the race set off again at 13:00. Legs 5 & 

6 took the runners across the still flat moorland, passing the impressive Midelney pumping station, then   

onward through Kingsbury Episcopi and Bower Hinton before finally reaching the lung bursting climb up 

Ham Hill.  

Sally Vickery—Retired 

Modifications Officer, Local Access Forum Secretary, Area Warden – Retired December 2017  

Some of you will no doubt have come across Sally in one of her various 

roles in the Rights of Way Team over the years. You probably couldn’t 

have 3 more diverse roles within Rights of Way, starting off as a          

Modifications Officer (investigating applications to change the Definitive 

Map), establishing and administering the Local Access Forum and then 

becoming Warden for the Taunton Deane area – Sally was ever reliable 

and professional and became one of the most valued Wardens in the 

Team and will be much missed.   

All the best for the future Sally!  

- Pete Hobley (Rights of Way Service Manager) and the Team 
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The River Parrett Trail—Crewkerne Running Club cont.  

Leg 7 saw the competitors back down from Ham Hill to again cross the now much smaller river as they 

headed out through Wigborough, then onto Merriott before crossing back to reach the final handover at 

Haselbury Mill.  The Mill owners kindly offered use of their community field for the event and here passing 

runners were supplied sweets, drinks and encouragement by the enthusiastic marshals Stuart Stacey and 

George Smith. 

For the final leg competitors are seen safely across 

the busy A30 initially following the winding path of the 

Parrett before branching away to pass through North 

Perrott. Crossing the railway line on their way to 

South Perrott, in the distance they could see the 

climb to the finish at Winyard's Gap.  Daunting as 

though this might have seemed, the prospect of    

actually finishing and being handily located at the Inn 

seems to have helped, at least judging by the smiles 

on the faces of the finishers.    

 

Left:  Clive and Sarah at Steart 

Amazingly after all that running, the two home Crewkerne teams captained by Darren Frost and Andy  

Dickinson, finished in the same overall and fastest time of 7hr 49mins. Honours for 'hero' of the day go to 

Matt Haywood for unexpectedly having to complete three legs after another member of the 'Just glue it!' 

team had to retire along the route. 

Race organiser Dave 'Downhill' Carnell, said that he was pleased that the event had gone off well with a 

full day's fun racing. The weather had been moderately kind and nobody got lost (at least not completely!).  

Dave Carnell—Crewkerne Running Club 

Adopt a Path role  

‘I've been walking these paths fairly       

systematically to start with, beginning to the 

north-east of Upton Noble and working 

round anti-clockwise... 

...I've done some cutting back of brambles 

round stiles elsewhere, and am keeping a 

log...It's great exercise, and good to have 

an extra incentive to get out and walk. So 

thank you again!’ 

  - Dan Leech-Wilkinson 
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For more information on the Adopt a Path role see page 7 or visit our website 

www.somerset.gov.uk/get-involved/volunteering/  



You help the Rights of Way Team look after one of the longest rights of way networks in the country. If all 

of Somerset’s rights of way were laid end to end, they would stretch from Taunton to New York! The Rights 

of Way Team works closely with local landowners and farmers to help keep rights of way that cross their 

land open and easy to use. By working in partnership, we can encourage  people to explore Somerset’s 

beautiful and diverse countryside responsibly and safely. Two common  complaints we receive from people 

concern paths that have either been left ploughed or are so overgrown by crops they’re impassable.  

You may well know paths are well protected by legislation when it comes to ploughing and cropping. The 

enforcement and default powers available once initiated dictate a sequence of timely events if reasonable 

expenses are to be recovered. So what does that mean to those that use the paths? The time that you   

report cropping or ploughing is critical. It helps Area Wardens to be efficient with their workload and to 

keep a good working relationship with famers. It is similarly imperative for them to consider other factors 

and timescales when dealing with cropping and ploughing on paths. They have to decide the priority of the        

report within their workload. Factors the Wardens must consider are what the crop is, the point in the   

cropping cycle, what access (if any) is afforded, how the paths direction is obscured (for how far), what the 

definitive (or any alternative) paths surface is and how well the path is used. 

Being informed as early as possible of ploughing and cropping issues is essential and increases the      

likelihood that our Wardens will be able to find the time to inspect in good time to enable enforcement     

action to follow as necessary. Late notification of fields being cropped is difficult to resolve as the serving of 

notice so close to harvest time may not achieve the outcome any quicker than the harvest will. We recog-

nise that enforcement action can have a positive effect if done in the right way although as a general rule 

we try where we can to work with landowners rather than against them. When a valid report of ploughing 

and cropping is received and investigated by a warden warning letters are sent and landowners/

occupiers  added  to our list for reminder letters for the following year.  This is with the intention that if they 

offend again we can go straight to notice without any accusation of unreasonable behaviour on our part. 

Whilst our policy is to enforce the Highways Act provisions for ploughing and cropping, we must prioritise 

these reported issues against other network defects and maintenance works. On occasion we apply      

discretion to some situations where the landowner willingly provides a wide margin as an alternative to 

clearing the line of the path. In certain situations there is often stronger community support/ preference/use 

of the alternative than to have the legal line available.  The best example of this are riverside alternatives 

which are marginally longer than the cross-field path, but to the majority of the public provide greater      

enjoyment.  

In the past 12 months 3720 issues have been reported on the Somerset RoW network, 140 of which were 

P&C offences. Over this period 3476 issues were resolved. To report issues affecting rights of way please 

visit Explore Somerset the online interactive map at https://roam.somerset.gov.uk/roam/Map   

 

 

Why and how should I report cropping and ploughing? 
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The Ramblers Association 

The three Ramblers work parties volunteer for the Rights of Way Team and we are 

very grateful for all of their help. Each group is unique and works within their own 

patch. We have the Mendip Ramblers (run by Bob Berry), South Somerset Ram-

blers (run by Roger Cripps) and the Sedgemoor Ramblers (run by Tony Fawle).  

News from the parishes—Woolavington  

Mike Zobel (right) and Richard Loveless volunteer in the parish of Woolavington. 

Mike is the PPLO and Richard is their strimmer volunteer. Beyond working      

together they are very pleased to have the help of local friends and parishioners 

in keeping well used paths accessible. The team of five continue their good work 

venturing in to Bawdrip on the ridge paths. Over the past two years the group 

have noticed far more vegetation growing and have made good progress in    

winning this fight!  You can also spot Mike’s and Richard’s handy work with the 

Sedgemoor Ramblers, as they also volunteer with their work party once a month. 

Les Braunton (Area Warden) had invited the South group along to help deliver improvements for the local 

community and visitors in Tatworth. Les was really pleased to receive comments from path users about 

the work that they had carried out... ‘both well pleased with the old stile being removed and also com-

ments saying good to see the path being reinstated at Tatworth...’  

The Sedgemoor Ramblers saw a mark in time this year when November’s 

work party was to be the last for one of their longest standing and dedicated 

members. Charles Gorton has finally hung up his work party shears after 

volunteering for 25 years! Charles was also instrumental to getting the 

Sedgemoor Ramblers involved in volunteering and he was responsible for 

the group forming. We are wishing you all the best Charles and sending 

HUGE thanks from all of us in the Rights of Way Team.   

Photos Left and right: 

Charles on his last 

work party for Area 

Warden Chris East; on 

Allerton Moor with a 

cake made by Jenny 

Fawle 

The Mendip group have been busy over the last few months and have been able to install 14 signposts, 4 

gate installations along with many furniture repairs and winter clearance vegetation jobs. These jobs have 

been carried out at the request of Area Wardens Clare Haskins and Chris East. 
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Trail Watchers—England Coast Path volunteer role coming soon! 

Area Warden—George Montague 

Quantock Walking Festival 2018 

If you would like to be involved in this year’s 

Quantock Walking Festival please come along 

to a meeting on the 10th January at 11am at 

The Old Cider House, Nether Stowey. We will 

need volunteers to lead and back-mark walks. 

We’d also welcome someone to lead on publicity and sponsorship of the Festival. 

You can also contact stoweywalking@gmail.com Many thanks—Lynne  Abbott. 

If you know anything about or have attended the Green 

Scythe Fair, you’ll know that George Montague’s      

astonishing performance made him the clear undisputed 

champion for 2017.  He mowed his plot in just 40        

seconds! His time, breaking the one minute barrier, is a 

festival record time, and a personal best for George. 

When conditions permit he has been known to use his 

skills to his advantage when paths become overgrown. 

When a strimmer volunteer was short on time George cut 

this path back in under an hour—speaks volumes for   

traditional crafts! 

Before              After 

The England Coast Path in Somerset currently stretches from 

Brean Down to Minehead. This section takes in 58 miles of the 

beautiful and diverse coast of Somerset. On clear days the fortified 

promontory of Brean Down offers panoramic views of the whole 

stretch to Minehead. The path takes you to Burnham on Sea, 

along the flood banks of the River Parrett to Bridgwater and back 

to Stert Point then along the open coast to Hinkley Point. From 

Hinkley Point it heads west passing through the historic port of 

Watchet, before continuing to Minehead. 
Very soon we will be launching a new Trail Watcher role for 

the England Coast Path. The role will include walking the sec-

tion of trail you’ve adopted 3 or 4 times a year to cut back fast 

growing vegetation that could cause a problem if left un-

checked. You’ll mainly be cutting back around signs, gates 

and stiles. It would also be helpful if you could let us know of 

any problems you may find. Watch this space for further news, 

or visit www.nationaltrail.co.uk to find out more! 
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A focus on Volunteering roles with the Rights of Way Team 
One of the key aims of the Rights of Way Team is to launch a range of initiatives that encourage volunteers 

to get actively involved helping us to maintain and improve their local rights of way network. Although as a 

team we’ve established and support a range of volunteer initiatives, it’s imperative that in the current       

climate they’re helping us to stretch our limited resources further and don’t rely on huge amounts of            

administrative support or funding. 

We appreciate you are volunteering to help us look after your local rights of way network 

and we understand that some volunteers will be able to spare more time than others. Any 

help you can offer, with help from other local volunteers that may be willing to help you, will 

be greatly appreciated. However, it’s important to highlight the tasks that will be the most 

valuable contribution to the scheme to enable you to make the most of your role and these 

tasks are set out in each volunteer role description. I’ve outlined a brief description of each 

role below and each one will be detailed in following newsletters. On the Rights of Way  

Volunteering page of the SCC website you can find full details of these roles or contact me 

for a copy. You can also find your Area Warden on the Wardens Map there. Below is a brief 

guide to each role. 

Parish Path Liaison Officer (PPLO) is probably the most active role and volunteers will regularly survey/

walk paths. While out and about they help to keep access open by keeping bridges, signposts, gates, gaps 

and stiles free of seasonal growth.  Any problems found can be reported to us and the Parish Council as 

the liaison part of the role.  

The Rights of Way Strimmer Project is quite physical as you need to have the capability to be able to use 

a strimmer to clear vegetation on paths. We provide all the necessary training and equipment.  

The Adopt a Path scheme is as demanding as people would like. It is as it says on the tin – you choose 

the paths that you want to adopt and help keep seasonal growth cut back. This is maybe something to 

build up over time with capability and fitness or keep the same paths.  

The Trail Watchers Scheme is similar to the Adopt a Path scheme as volunteers adopt 

sections of our promoted trails e.g. England Coastal Path, River Parrett Trail etc. They also 

undertake light clearance works particularly around signposts, gates and stiles. TW’s are 

asked to walk their adopted section at least 3 times a year, however, in reality; evidence 

suggests that routes are walked more often because volunteers tend to adopt sections that 

they regularly walk. 

The Ease of Use surveyors carry out path inspections 

to monitor the condition of the public rights of way and 

this has been carried out by volunteers for over 16 

years. The information gained from these surveys is 

extremely valuable and forms part of an ongoing roll-

ing program of surveys of the whole county network 

over a 10 year period. We don’t actively promote this 

role as we currently have all the volunteers we need 

but if you’d like to be put on a waiting list  then please 

contact me.  

 

Rachel Pearce  
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Somerset Strimmer Volunteers—machine trigger time guidance 

Strimmer volunteers will frequently use hand-held power tools which 

transmit vibration into the hands and arms which may cause Hand Arm 

Vibration Syndrome (HAVS).  

Somerset County Council conducts its activities so that no one should 

suffer, new or further harm, as a result of undertaking activities requiring 

the use of vibrating tools and equipment.  

As part of these duties the volunteers take part in essential health      

surveillance; when they join the role they take a HAVS screening    

questionnaire and then also complete one every year.  

As part of their role’s risk assessment a necessary control measure is that these volunteers have to    

record their ‘trigger time’ to ensure that they can control the risks to them from vibration. 

So how is this done? 

Volunteers know the vibration magnitude of their machines through information given in their strimmer 
model manuals and volunteers know the time that they are exposured to vibration as that is the time they 
spend using the machine. The ready reckoner on the Health and Safety Executive website (Source: 
http://www.hse.gov.uk/vibration/hav/readyreckoner.htm) calculates these two values to give the volunteer 
daily vibration exposure values. This process has been indicated to in previous risk assessments and 
strimmer volunteers can expect an update for their Handbooks very soon, as I have now written guid-
ance to help you through this process, following a request from one of our volunteers. 

Trail Watchers—Coleridge Way 

Between June and August 2017 the route from Nether Stowey to Monksilver was walked by Trail Watcher 
volunteers and their observations along with public reports were used to report back to the Coleridge Way 
Steering Group. Part of the findings of this survey was that way marking although good, needed updating 
as many of the discs are old, damaged and faded.  
 
On Tuesday 20th February we will be holding a way marking volunteer work party for 
the Coleridge Way Trail Watchers. The way marking event will be opened up to other     
volunteers as space allows so if you are not a Trail Watcher and you are interested in 
coming along please contact me for the possibility of being put on the attendance list.   
Full details will be available closer to the day. The day will include full way marking 
training, provision of equipment and tools.  

 
 

  Right: Jane Lillis  
 spotted that these way markers  

need some improvement. 
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Somerset Strimmer Project 

How is your first aid kit …? 

Duke of Edinburgh Award—Skyla and Ella 

‘We did this walk to help gain our bronze Duke of Edinburgh award and this 

was for our volunteering. We had a lot of fun on our walk and still have to do 

a few more hours to finish our volunteering.  

What we did on our walk was look at sign posts, way markers, way marker 

posts, fences, handrails and stairs to make sure none of them are broken or 

in the wrong place, or even if there is one missing or if they were not clear 

where to go. When doing this we found that most of the furniture was in 

good condition only some were overgrown’. 

Left: Skyla and Ella 

Quantock Hills Landscape Partnership Scheme 

Reimagining the Manor: The Quantock Hills are a special place. Their 

designation in 1956 as England’s first Area of Outstanding Natural 

Beauty was not only for their particular qualities as a natural environ-

ment, but also for their remarkable story of human interaction with 

nature reaching back many thousands of years.  

The heritage of the Quantock Hills in Somerset is in a period of great 

change due to developments such as Hinkley Point C nuclear power 

station and changes in land ownership leading to greater fragmenta-

tion. This degradation has been recognised and a partnership of or-

ganisations has come together with the aim of conserving and en-

hancing the special landscapes of the Quantock Hills.  

Through the development of a Landscape Partnership Scheme it is 

hoped that organisations will be able to deliver projects which will  

increase understanding, upskill local communities, and undertake 

works to conserve and enhance landscapes and heritage features.  

- Iain Porter, Development Officer for the Quantock Hills AONB 

You should all keep your first aid kits ready to use and in good order in 

case you should need them after experiencing an injury. If you have one 

of our first aid kits and any items need replacing or are out of date please 

contact me to arrange replace. 

As a guide a personal first aid kit contains: 1 x Guidance leaflet, 6 x   

Safety pins, 1 x Large HSE180 x 180mm dressing, 20 x Sterile adhesive 

plasters, 2 x Triangular Bandage, 2 x wipes and a pair of disposable 

gloves. Strimmer volunteers will also have some eye wash packs. 

Tracy Sutton - tsutton@somerset.gov.uk or 01823 358250 



News from the parishes— Cucklington 

PPLO stands down after 25 years service 

Lachlan Fraser moved to Cucklington in 1986. Soon after he        
arrived, he was asked by the Parish Chairman to look after the 
rights of way in the village. He willingly took on the role and formed 
a small committee of volunteers to survey all the paths and to    
commence essential repairs and way marking. Thereafter, he      
regularly walked the footpaths and bridleways, checking for          
obstructions , overgrowth, and carrying out minor repairs on stiles. 
He built up an invaluable relationship with the countryside rangers 
and groups of walkers. He was delighted when the RUPPs in the 
parish were categorised as restricted byways which resulted in    
restoring quiet calm to the green lanes. He stood down at the last 
parish meeting, hoping that younger legs would be prepared to 
maintain the rights of way for the benefit of parishioners and visitors. 

THANK YOU LACHLAN!! 

Somerset’s Local Access Forum Needs You! 

As an existing volunteer with the Rights of Way Team, you might be interested in joining Somerset’s Local 

Access Forum, or know of someone that would.  The Forum acts as an advisory body, which offers views 

and suggestions on improvements to access for all users.  Members need to represent a range of interests 

whether it be from a user perspective eg: walker, horse rider, etc, or from another sector but still related to 

access in some way, eg: landowner, tourism, education, forestry, etc. 

The Forum meets twice a year to discuss a formal agenda, but throughout the year, members have the  

opportunity to contribute to a number of consultations from organisations such as Natural England, Defra 

and Somerset County Council.  If you’d like the opportunity to get involved, gain a new interest and meet 

new people, then please get in touch by the end of February.  We’re on the lookout for new members 

who are able to join the Forum from May 2018.  Further information is available on SCC’s website 

www.somerset.gov.uk/get-involved/community/somerset-local-access-forum 

Or you can contact SLAF’s Secretary, Emma Parsons: 01823 356264 or email SLAF@somerset.gov.uk 
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